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Abstract The formation and fragmentation of the negatively charged 2-hydroxyethylhydrazinium 

nitrate ([HOCH2CH2NH2NH2]+NO3
, HEHN) ionic liquid clusters were examined using a guided-ion 

beam tandem mass spectrometer furnished with collision-induced dissociation of selected ions with the 

Xe atoms.  Measurements included the compositions of cluster ions formed in the ionization source, and 

the dissociation products, cross sections, and 0 K threshold energies for individually selected cluster ions.  

To identify the structures of the main cluster ion series [(HEHN)n(HNO3)0-1NO3] formed, molecular 

dynamics simulations were employed to create initial geometry guesses, followed by optimization at the 

B97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory, from which global minimum structures were identified for reaction 

thermodynamics analyses.  A comparison was made between the cluster formation and fragmentation in 

the negatively charged 2-hydroxyethylhydrazinium nitrate with those in the positive mode (reported by 

Zhou et al.; Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2023, 25, 17370).  In both modes, the cluster ions were 

predominantly composed of m/z below 350; loss of neutral 2-hydroxyethylhydrazinium nitrate ion pair 

represents the most important cluster fragmentation pathway, followed by intra-ion pair proton transfer-

mediated 2-hydroxyethylhydrazine and HNO3 elimination; and all clusters started to dissociate at 

threshold energies less than 1.5 eV.  The overwhelming similarities in the formation and fragmentation 

chemistry of positively vs. negatively charged 2-hydroxyethylhydrazinium nitrate clusters may be 

attributed to their inherent ionic nature and high electric conductivities.  
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1 Introduction 

Ionic liquids (ILs)1 were first utilized as green solvents for synthesis,2 catalysis,2 extraction,3 and 

crystallization.4  The capability and flexibility in designing, tailoring, and customizing IL chemical and 

physical properties for targeted criteria are able to expand their applications to more versatile fields, such 

as additives for enhancing reactivity and durability in fuel cells,5 electrolyte in lithium-ion batteries,6 CO2 

capture and utilization,7 gas sensors,8 hydraulic oils,9 ion gels,10 and alternative energy source11-18  for 

propulsion.  These applications are based on the reduced toxicity and lower vapor pressure of ILs, as well 

as their ionic nature, higher electrical conductivities, and lower viscosities.  

The adoption of ILs for various applications has greatly promoted the fundamental research on the IL 

thermochemistry and chemical reactions.  Many of these works were accomplished via mass 

spectrometry,19-28 since mass spectrometry represents a compelling avenue to explore the mechanisms, 

kinetics, and dynamics for the chemical reactions and fragmentation of single IL constituent ions and 

ionic clusters, both in the presence and the absence of counter ions.29  2-Hydroxyethylhydrazinium 

nitrate30 (abbreviated as HEHN, [HOCH2CH2NH2NH2]+NO3
) is a protic IL, produced by the 

stoichiometric neutralization of 2-hydroxyethylhydrazine (HE) with HNO3.  It is a liquid at ambient 

temperature with a glass transition temperature of 216.1 K and a melting point of 228 K.31  There have 

been multiple mechanistic studies on the thermal and catalytic decomposition of 2-hydroxyethyl-

hydrazinium nitrate reported in the literature.30, 32-34  In the perspective of cluster formation, Prince et al.25 

measured the first mass spectra for the HEHN cluster ions in 2012 and later simulated dissociation 

kinetics of [(HEHN)1-3HE + H]+.35  In 2018, Patrick et al.28 reported collision-induced dissociation (CID) 

of [(HE)2 + H]+ and [(HEHN)2HE + H]+.  In 2020, Zeng et al.36 characterized H-bonding motifs in 

[(HEHN)1-5HE + H]+.  More recently, we completed a combined mass spectrometry and dynamics study 

of the formation and dissociation of [(HEHN)n(HE)1-2 + H]+, [(HE)n+1 + H]+, and [(HE)nC2H4OH]+ (n = 

02).37  Our work demonstrated the formation of extensive cluster ions38, 39 and nanoclusters,40 in addition 

to single ions, and found that the cluster formation is intimately correlated to in- and after-source cluster 
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fragmentation.28, 35, 41-49   

In the present work, we have expanded our investigations to the negatively charged clusters of 2-

hydroxyethylhydrazinium nitrate.  The motivations are rationalized as follows.  ILs consist of cationic and 

anionic components.  During the formation of charged clusters in the gas phase, ions and clusters of a 

single polarity are extracted from IL.  The remaining counterions are accumulated in the liquid, which 

must be neutralized through electrochemical reactions (otherwise, the extra counterions would build up a 

field counter to the externally applied ionization field, negatively affecting ion migration in the liquid and 

ion trajectory in the gas phase50).  However, electrochemical reactions bring changes in the IL 

compositions.  Alternating the ionization between positive and negative modes can suppress 

electrochemical reactions.51, 52  The mechanism behind the bipolar mode is that a double layer structure 

forms at the electrode-liquid interface due to charge transfer between the electrode and emitted ions.  As 

the voltage alternates, the potential difference across the double layer drops and mitigating 

electrochemical reactions,51 rendering the possibility of efficient ion formation.  

However, there is a dearth of information on negative IL clusters in the literature.49, 53, 54  To the best 

of our knowledge, the present work represents the first paper on the compositions, structures, and 

reactions of the HEHN clusters in the negative mode.  The subsequent sections of this paper are structured 

as follows.  Section 2 provides a concise overview encompassing instrumentation, experimental setup, 

and data analysis for the measurement of negatively charged ion compositions and kinetic energy-

dependent CID of selected cluster ions.  Section 3 describes classical molecular dynamics simulations, 

quasi-classical direct dynamics simulations, and density functional theory (DFT) calculations used in the 

search of probable cluster structures and dissociation pathways.  Section 4 reports the negative mass 

spectrum of HEHN and the CID of selected primary ions.  The negative cluster dissociation behaviors are 

further discussed and compared to their positive counterparts in Section 5.  Conclusions are presented in 

Section 6. 

2 Experimental Section 

2.1 MS and MS/MS measurements  
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Mass spectra were measured on a home-built guided-ion beam tandem mass spectrometer located at 

CUNY Queens College.55  Here only a concise description is given focusing on the instrumentation 

parameters used in this study.  The mass spectrometer consists of, in a sequential order, a source chamber 

that was coupled to an ion source, a hexapole radio-frequency (rf) ion guide, a reactant-selection 

quadrupole mass filter, an octopole ion guide surrounded by a scattering cell, a product-detection mass 

filter, and a pulse-counting electron multiplier.  A 35-gauge hypodermic stainless steel ion emitter (0.13 

mm o.d.  0.05 mm i.d.) was operating at a voltage of  2.0 to 4.0 kV relative to the ground with a flow 

rate of 0.06 mL/hour.  The HEHN sample was diluted to a concentration of 5 mM.  A variety of solvents 

were tested for negative clusters of HEHN, following the same protocol used for other ILs.37, 56  An 

acetonitrile:water 3:1 solution which had previously been chosen for the positive clusters of HEHN37 

yielded the best stability and ion abundance in the negative mode as well.  Acetonitrile also prevented 

corona discharge at the emitter that otherwise would occur in the ionization of pure aqueous solutions.56-59  

No additional pH adjustment was needed.  

The charged liquid droplets emitted from the source underwent desolvation as they passed through a 

heated inlet capillary (in the temperature range of 120  180 C, which was biased between 70 and 180 

V relative to the ground) and converted into gaseous ions in the source chamber.  A skimmer of 1.0-mm 

orifice was located at 3 mm away from the end of the capillary.  The skimmer was biased at 20 to 60 V 

relative to the ground.  The electrical field between the end of the capillary and skimmer promoted 

collision induced desolvation of remaining solvent clusters.60-62  Ions that passed through the skimmer 

were transported into the hexapole ion guide for collisional energy damping and space focusing,63-65 

through which ions were thermalized to a Boltzmann internal energy distribution at 310 K55 and tightly 

focused into the entrance of the first quadrupole mass filter.     

For measurement of primary ion compositions, the first quadrupole mass filter operated in a rf ion-

guide mode, and all ions were transmitted to the second quadrupole mass filter for mass scan.  For 

measurement of CID tandem MS, ions were mass selected in the first quadrupole mass filter.  The 
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selected ions were focused into the octopole ion guide that passes through the 10-cm scattering cell 

wherein the ions underwent CID with the Xe gas (Spectral Gases, 99.95%).  The octopole not only 

trapped ions in the radial direction using a rf potential but also controlled the kinetic energy of ions in the 

laboratory frame (Elab) using a DC bias.  The latter set the collision energy (Ecol) between ions and neutral 

target in the center-of-mass (CM) frame via ECM = Elab  mneutral/(mion + mneutral), where mneutral and mion 

indicate the masses of the neutral atom and ion, respectively.  The absolute pressure of Xe gas inside the 

scattering cell was maintained at less than 0.04 mTorr and measured using a capacitance manometer.  The 

low target gas pressure was essential for ensuring, at most, single collisions between ions and the Xe 

atoms.  This simplified data analysis as we only needed to consider energy transfer for single collision 

events.  Under single-collision conditions, the kinetic-energy dependent dissociation cross section () was 

determined using a thin-target approximation,66 i.e., 𝜎 𝑘 𝑇 ∙
   

, where kB is the 

Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature of reactants, Pcell is the target gas pressure in the scattering cell, 

lcell is the effective cell length, and Ireactant  and Iproduct are the intensities of reactant ions (when the Xe gas 

was not directed into the scattering cell) and product ions (after correcting for background when Xe was 

no longer directed into the cell), respectively.  The experiment was repeated four times under the same 

conditions, from which relative uncertainties were determined.  

2.2 Analysis of 0 K dissociation threshold energy (E0) 

E0 was determined from ECM-dependent product ion cross sections following a line-of-centers (LOC) 

model-based analysis:67-70 

𝜎 𝐸 𝜎
                     (1) 

where 0 is a normalization factor, ECM and E0 are as described before, Evib and Erot are the vibrational and 

rotational energies of reactant ions, and n is a fitting parameter that determines the energy transfer 

efficiency from ECM to Evib and Erot.  The hypothesis behind the LOC model is that a fraction of near-

threshold collisions are completely inelastic so that all ECM contributes to overcome E0, as previously 

verified in the threshold CID of various ionic species69-71 including IL cluster ions.37, 56 
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The energy dependence of experimental (ECM) was broadened by the translational energy 

distributions of primary ions and target gas and the internal energy distributions of primary ions.72, 73  A 

Monte Carlo program was used to simulate the experimental energy broadening, including convolution 

and fitting.74, 75  In brief, for each product ion channel at each nominal ECM, the simulation initiated a set 

of 100000 ions with Boltzmann distributions of Evib and Erot at the experimental ion temperature 310 K.  

Each ion has a translational kinetic energy drawn from a Lorentzian distribution of Elab.  The Lorentzian 

distribution has a peak value corresponding to the desired ECM and the full-width at half maximum 

(fwhm, representing the ion kinetic energy width) of 0.65 eV as determined by a retarding potential scan 

on the octopole.55, 76  The Xe atoms were sampling the translational energy distribution at room 

temperature to account for their thermal motion.  To take into account kinetic shift77 in near-threshold 

collisions, a Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) unimolecular rate model78 was incorporated into 

the fitting to calculate dissociation rates with total available energies.  Only the collisions that had led to a 

dissociation within the ion time-of-flight (100 to 500 s depending on ECM) were counted toward σ(ECM).  

The collision outcomes at various ECM were fed into Eqn. (1).  A leveling-off function was used to allow 

σ(ECM) to reach a plateau at high energies. 

3 Computational Section 

3.1 Classical molecular dynamics simulations of ion conformations followed by DFT calculations  

 Initial guesses for the conformations of cluster ions were created by classical molecular dynamics 

simulations using GROMACS.79, 80  The detailed procedure was described previously.37  As the neutral 

pair of HEHNO3 does not exist within HEHN cluster ions,28, 36, 37 only [HE + H]+, NO3
, and HNO3 were 

fed into the simulations as starting constituents.  A space of 3 nm × 3 nm × 3 nm was chosen for 

simulating cluster ions of m/z  400, and that of 4 nm × 4 nm × 4 nm was chosen for larger ions.  Hessian 

matrices for the constituents were derived from Gaussian 1681 electronic structure calculations.  Universal 

force field and topology files were generated using the Sobtop program.82  An initial energy-minimization 

process was carried out under NVT (canonical ensemble of constant temperature and volume).  The 
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identified minimum-energy structure served as the starting point in a series of simulated annealing83 as 

follows: the simulation ramped the system temperature from 300 K to 500 K within 3 psec, followed by 4 

psec at 500 K for dynamics, and another 3 psec for cooling to 300 K.  The resulting candidate structure 

was used as a starting structure to initiate a new annealing iteration.   

Following this sequence, a set of 100  200 candidate structures was created to cover most of the 

probable conformations for each cluster composition.  Their geometries were viewed using the VMD 

program84 to remove obvious duplicates.  All unique structures were optimized using the ωB97XD 

functional at several basis sets of increasing size.  To remove extremely high-energy conformers, we first 

used a relatively small basis set 3-21G to identify all the conformers (approximately 50) within a 0.8 eV 

energy range.  These conformers were refined by employing the 6-31G(d) basis set, followed by the 6-

31+G(d,p) basis set.  The DFT calculations also provided harmonic frequencies to distinguish stationary 

vs. saddle points, from which low-energy stable structures and global minima were located. 

3.2 Validation of ion conformations using quasi-classical, direct dynamics simulations 

As a cross-validation of the classical dynamics simulations, the [(HEHN)NO3] cluster was subjected 

to Born-Oppenheimer direct dynamics trajectory simulations.85-89  The trajectories followed the formation 

of [(HEHN)NO3] via collisions of HEHN and NO3
.  Initial conditions for bimolecular collisions were 

set up using the Venus program90, 91 coupled to Gaussian.  The potential minima of HEHN (i.e., the 

neutral pair HEHNO3) and NO3
 were calculated at the B97XD/6-31+G(d) level of theory.  Evib for the 

normal mode of reactant vibration was selected from a 310 K quantum Boltzmann probability 

distribution92 𝑃 𝑛 exp 𝑛 ℎ𝜐 /𝑘 𝑇 1 exp ℎ𝜐 /𝑘 𝑇  where i and ni are the vibrational frequency 

and quantum number of the ith mode, respectively; and T is the temperature of the reactant.  The resulting 

normal mode energy, including zero-point energy (ZPE), was partitioned between kinetic and potential 

energies by choosing a random phase for each mode.  Erot of the reactants was sampled from a classical 

Boltzmann distribution at 310 K.  Evib and Erot were transferred into reactant momenta and displacements 

from equilibrium Cartesian coordinates.  Reactants were randomly rotated about their Euler angles.  
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Relative velocities were added to reactants in accord with ECM.   

Trajectories started at an initial center-of-mass distance of 8.0 Å and halted after the formation of a 

cluster ion or when product separation exceeded 10.0 Å.  The ECM (0.5 eV) was low enough to allow for 

complex formation in collisions, but it was not so low as to substantially increase trajectory integration 

time.  The impact parameters (b) was chosen randomly between 0 and bmax (4.5 Å, estimated from the 

maximum collision cross section using the IMoS program93, 94).  The on-the-fly energies and gradients 

were calculated using the Hessian-based predictor-corrector integration algorithms88 implemented in the 

Gaussian software, with Hessians updated every five steps.  The B97XD/6-31+G (d) level of theory was 

chosen for the integration as it represents a good compromise between accuracy and computational cost 

for IL dynamics.37, 56, 95-97  The trajectory propagation step size was set at 0.25 amu1/2Bohr (equivalent to 

a step size of 0.4 fsec in trajectory time) to ensure the conservation of energy and momentum. 

3.3 DFT calculation of dissociation energies  

Geometry optimization and energy calculations for reactants and fragments were conducted at the 

ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory using Gaussian 16.  Their Cartesian coordinates are provided in the 

Supporting Information.  Cluster ion dissociation enthalpies were calculated at 0 K and have taken into 

account ZPEs (scaled by a factor of 0.975)98 to allow for a direct comparison with the CID experimental 

data.  Reaction potential energy surfaces (PESs) were calculated at 298 K.   

4 Results  

4.1 Formation of HEHN cluster ions in the negative mode 

 A mass spectrum of the negatively charged HEHN cluster ions is depicted in Fig. 1.  For visual 

clarity, ion intensities in the m/z range above 700 are scaled by a factor of 10 and presented in blue; 

however, the portion of these ions accounts for only 4% of the total ions detected in the experiment.  Most 

of the species can be grouped into three distinct series: [(HEHN)nNO3] (n = 0 – 13), 

[(HEHN)n(HNO3)NO3] (n = 0 – 2), and [(HEHN)n(NaNO3)NO3] (n = 0 – 10).  Each series is associated 

with the progression of HEHN.  Out of the three series, [(HEHN)nNO3] represents the dominating one 
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and presents the longest progression; but the intensity decays exponentially from n = 1 to 5, becoming 

insignificant afterwards.  [(HEHN)n(HNO3)NO3] represents the second most important series, albeit the 

progression lasts only to n = 2.  The assignment of the minor series [(HEHN)n(NaNO3)NO3] was 

supported by the CID of [(NaNO3)NO3] (m/z of 147), which yielded only NO3
 + NaNO3.  Na+ was also 

detected in the positive charged HEHN clusters by our group37 and others,25 despite the source remaining 

unknown.   

 
Figure 1     Formation of negatively charged HEHN cluster ions when using 5 mM HEHN in acetonitrile/water (3:1).  
Ion intensities of m/z > 700 are scaled by a factor of 10. 

Interestingly, we observed a group of species corresponding to a neutral mass loss of 15 from each 

cluster ion in the three major series.  These species are indicated by asterisks next to their parent ions.  

The total fragment population is 5.5% in the series of [(HEHN)nNO3] and in the series of 

[(HEHN)n(HNO3)NO3], increases to 16.5% in the series of [(HEHN)n(NaNO3)NO3].  The same mass 15 

elimination was reported by Chambreau and co-workers before.34  While they attributed the neutral 

fragment to a •CH3 radical, NH represents another possibility.  The DFT-calculated activation barrier for 

NH-elimination in HEHN is 4.52 eV.  The elimination leads to a product-like complex first, which 

ultimately dissociates to HOCH2CH2NH2 + NH at 4.73 eV.  The acquisition of these amounts of 

activation and dissociation energies was possible upon in-source collisional activation (i.e., within the 
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electric field between the end of the capillary and skimmer).  Note the [(HEHN)n(NaNO3)NO3]series has 

a higher NH-elimination probability than [(HEHN)nNO3], which implies that the clusters containing 

NaNO3 weaken intra-cluster interaction.  Also note that the in-source dissociation was observed in the 

positively charged HEHN clusters before.37  In the latter case, the dissociation was mediated by N2H4 

elimination from a [HE + H]+ moiety, producing [(HE)nC2H4OH]+ fragments in the [(HE)n+1 + H]+ series.   

4.2 Dissociation of [(HEHN)nNO3] 

[(HEHN)NO3](m/z 201).  This ion not only represents the lightest HEHN cluster but also accounts for 

26% of the total ion population in the negatively charged clusters.  A tandem CID product ion mass 

spectrum of [(HEHN)NO3], recorded at ECM = 3eV, is presented in Fig. 2a.  Product ions include 

[(HE)NO3] at m/z 138 (which corresponds to HNO3 elimination), [(HNO3)NO3] at m/z 125 

(corresponding to HE elimination), and NO3
 at m/z 62 (corresponding to HEHN elimination).   

 

Figure 2  (a) Structure and a representative CID product ion mass spectrum for [(HEHN)NO3], wherein product 
ion intensities are scaled by a factor of 10; and (b  d) individual product ion cross sections as a function of ECM, 
wherein the red lines with error bars represent the experimental data and the blue, green, and black lines represent 
the LOC fits. 

Prior to the investigation of cluster dissociation mechanisms, GROMACS-based classical dynamics 

simulations were conducted to explore the probable conformations of [(HEHN)NO3].  In this pursuit, 
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100 candidate geometries were generated for optimization at the B97XD level using the 3-21G basis set.  

Geometries of low-energy conformations were re-optimized using 6-31G(d) and then 6-31+G(d,p).  Nine 

different conformations were identified within the energy range of 0.06 eV, as presented in the order of 

relative enthalpy in Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information.  In parallel, Venus-based direct dynamics 

simulations were executed to follow the reaction of HEHN + NO3
 at the collision energy of 0.5 eV.  Due 

to the extensive trajectory computing time (on average each trajectory took 240 CPU hours), we 

accumulated only 100 trajectories, most of which led to a complex.  These complex structures were 

subjected to geometry optimization at the B97XD/6-31+G (d,p) level of theory.  Remarkably, the Venus 

results were able to duplicate five conformations in Fig. S1, i.e., [(HEHN)NO3]_a, c, e, g and h, and 

predicted the same global minimum conformation as GROMACS.   

The two lowest-energy conformers, [(HEHN)NO3]_a and b, differ in energy by less than 0.001 eV.  

The combination of the two accounts for a thermal Boltzmann population of 68%.  They were used as the 

starting reactants in calculating the dissociation enthalpies for reactions 2b – d.  

  [(HEHN)NO3]    

→ [(HE)NO3] + HNO3       H (0 K) = 1.63 eV     (2b) 

→ [(HNO3)NO3] + HE      H (0 K) = 1.20 eV     (2c) 

→ NO3
 + HEHN       H (0 K) = 1.80 eV     (2d.1) 

→ NO3
 + HE + HNO3      H (0 K) = 2.59 eV     (2d.2) 

To probe the evolution of the HEHN moiety structure as well as the mechanisms for HE and HNO3 

elimination in [(HEHN)NO3], a static PES scan (without adding kinetic energy) was carried out along the 

center-of-mass separation between HEHN and NO3
 using the B97XD/6-31G+(d,p) method.  The PES 

is plotted in Fig. S2 in the Supporting Information, along with the changes of two H-bonds r(HEH+) and 

r(H+NO3
).  As shown in Fig. S2a, the HEHN moiety adopts an ion-pair structure within the cluster and 

remains the ionic structure during the elimination of extra NO3
.  However, it has the possibility of 

transitioning to a H-bonded neutral pair at the product asymptote, as one may expect from the trends of 

change in r(HEH+) and r(H+NO3
).  Furthermore, the activation barrier for reverse proton transfer (PT) 
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within a single HEHN is only 0.02 eV  which can be easily overcome by collisional activation.  In other 

words, there may exist a collisionally activated, product-like complex [(HE)(HNO3)NO3]−.  The fact that 

both HE and HNO3 elimination was observed supports this hypothesis.  

At ECM below 3.0 eV, HE elimination represents the dominant dissociation mechanism for 

[(HEHN)NO3].  The 0 K dissociation threshold for HE elimination is relatively low (1.20 eV), resulting 

in a non-zero cross section at the lowest experimental energy due to reactants internal energy and 

translational kinetic energy spread and Doppler broadening.  For this reason, LOC fitting for the HE 

elimination cross sections was not feasible (the same reason applies to the product channels for other 

clusters which have non-zero cross sections at the lowest ECM).  The HNO3 elimination cross section, on 

the other hand, declines (rather than levels off) at high energies.  We attempted to fit the HNO3 

elimination only in the ECM range of 0.05 – 2.7 eV.  The testing fit allowed us to estimate an E0 of 1.8 eV, 

close to the calculated H (0K) of 1.63 eV. 

There are noticeable decreases in the cross sections for both HNO3 and HE elimination at ECM above 

2.0 eV.  These are due to the competition with HEHN elimination at higher energies, as is evidenced by 

the fact that the sum of all product ion cross sections at high ECM equals to the collision cross section of 

[(HEHN)NO3] + Xe.  The question arises as to whether the HEHN elimination were due to reaction 2d.1, 

2d.2, or their combination.  We first found that no satisfactory LOC fit could be obtained for the HEHN 

elimination cross section (Fig. 2d) using a single (ECM) function.  We therefore fitted the cross section 

using two sets of (ECM) functions.  E0, n, and leveling off energy for each set were adjusted 

independently to reach the best fit for the cross section.  As illustrated by the blue and green curves in Fig. 

2d,  the first LOC fit has E0 = 1.9 eV, n = 2.4, and leveling off energy = 3.4 eV, and the second fit has E0 

= 2.7 eV, n = 2.3, and leveling off energy of 4.6 eV.  The black curve represents the sum of the two fits.  

The results of LOC fitting have reinforced our hypothesis that there exist two cluster structures upon 

collisional activation and therefore two dissociation pathways.  By comparing to the calculated H (0 K), 

we conclude that the low-threshold, single HEHN elimination (i.e., reaction 2d.1) dominates throughout 
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the entire energy range, while the high-threshold, concomitant elimination of (HE + HNO3) (i.e., reaction 

2d.2) becomes important only at high energies.  Our results reflect the reliability and robustness of the 

threshold CID and the LOC simulation for dissociation energies.99  As we may infer from the LOC fits in 

Fig. 2d, the ratio of activated [(HEH+NO3
)NO3]− to [(HE)(HNO3)NO3]− is 5:4 at high energies.   

[(HEHN)2NO3] (m/z 340).  The dissociation of [(HEHN)2NO3] (Fig. 3a) resembles that of 

[(HEHN)NO3] in terms of HE and HEHN elimination.  The new features include elimination of 2HE, 

2HEHN, and HEHN + HE; on the other hand, no single HNO3 elimination was observed. 

The combined approach of GROMACS classical dynamics simulations and DFT geometry 

optimization was used to determine explicit cluster structures for [(HEHN)2NO3].  Four stable  

conformations were identified within an energy range of 0.12 eV (see Fig. S3 in the Supporting 

Information).  The global-minimum conformer constitutes 82% of the thermal population and was 

selected as the reactant structure to calculate the following dissociation enthalpies.  

[(HEHN)2NO3]    

→ [(HEHN)(HNO3)NO3] + HE     H (0 K) = 1.33 eV     (3b) 

→ [(HEHN)NO3] + HEHN      H (0 K) = 1.47 eV     (3c.1) 

→ [(HEHN)NO3] + HE + HNO3    H (0 K) = 2.26 eV     (3c.2) 

→ [(HNO3)2NO3] + 2HE      H (0 K) = 2.57 eV     (3d) 

→ [(HNO3)NO3] + HEHN + HE    H (0 K) = 2.67 eV     (3e) 

→ NO3
 + (HEHN)2       H (0 K) = 2.04 eV     (3f.1) 

→ NO3
 + 2HEHN       H (0 K) = 3.27 eV     (3f.2) 

→ NO3
 + HEHN + HE + HNO3    H (0 K) = 4.06 eV    (3f.3) 

→ NO3
 + 2HE + 2HNO3      H (0 K) = 4.84 eV    (3f.4)  

Since the cross sections for single HE and HEHN elimination (Fig. 3b  c) exceed zero at the lowest 

ECM, LOC fitting of their threshold profiles was not feasible.  As aforementioned, there are two possible 

pathways leading to HEHN elimination: either elimination of a single HEHN (i.e., neutral pair 

evaporation46) as specified by reaction 3c.1 or concomitant elimination of separated HE + HNO3 as 

specified by reaction 3c.2.  However, reaction 3c.2 has H (0 K) at 2.26 eV, which is inconsistent with 

the downward inflection for product ions m/z 201 around 1.6 eV and therefore could be ruled out.  
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Figure 3  (a) Structure and a representative CID product ion mass spectrum for [(HEHN)2NO3], wherein 
product ion intensities are scaled by a factor of 4; and (b – f) individual product ion cross sections as a function of 
ECM, wherein the red lines with error bars represent the experimental data and the blue lines represent the LOC fits. 

On the other hand, the LOC fitting was able to reproduce the cross sections for 2HE, (HEHN + HE), 

and 2HEHN elimination (Fig. 3d  f) over two orders of magnitude and from an energy below the 

threshold to 7 eV, except the decay of 2HE elimination at ECM > 3.6 eV.  The fitted experimental E0 

values have not only reached an excellent match with the calculated H (0 K) for reactions 3d  e, but 

also determined the most probable pathway leading to NO3
 (m/z 62).  Among the four proposed product 

channels 3f.1  4, the last two could be ruled out because both would require the experimentally 

excluded, single or double HNO3 elimination.  Reaction 3f.1 presents elimination of dimeric (HEHN)2 

with H (0 K) at 2.04 eV; however, the corresponding low H (0 K) does not fit to the relatively high-

threshold profile in Fig. 3f.  Consequently, reaction 3f.2 is the only possibility.  The LOC fitted E0 (3.3 

eV) perfectly matches the calculated H (0 K, 3.27 eV) for reaction 3f.2, indicating that this identification 
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is unambiguous.  

[(HEHN)3NO3] (m/z 479).  The CID results for [(HEHN)3NO3], as well as the LOC fits to the 

applicable product channels, are summarized in Fig. 4.  Probable conformations of [(HEHN)3NO3] are 

provided in Fig. S4 in the Supporting Information.  The fragmentation of [(HEHN)3NO3] follows the 

identical pattern as [(HEHN)2NO3], including elimination of multiple HE and HEHN.  But elimination of 

single HNO3 was not observed.   

Using the lowest-energy and population-dominating (92%) conformer (i.e., [(HEHN)3NO3]_a in Fig. 

S4) as the starting reactant, the dissociation enthalpies for various pathways were calculated as follows: 

[(HEHN)3NO3]    

→ [(HEHN)2(HNO3)NO3] + HE       H (0 K) = 1.44 eV  (4b) 

→ [(HEHN)2NO3] + HEHN        H (0 K) = 1.40 eV   (4c) 

→ [(HEHN)(HNO3)2NO3] + 2HE      H (0 K) = 2.76 eV  (4d) 

→ [(HEHN)(HNO3)NO3] + HEHN + HE    H (0 K) = 2.73 eV  (4e) 

→ [(HEHN)NO3] + (HEHN)2       H (0 K) = 1.65 eV  (4f.1) 

→ [(HEHN)NO3] + 2HEHN       H (0 K) = 2.87 eV   (4f.2) 

→ [(HEHN)NO3] + HEHN + HE + HNO3    H (0 K) = 3.66 eV  (4f.3) 

→ [(HNO3)NO3] + 2HEHN + HE       H (0 K) = 4.07 eV  (4g.1) 

→ [(HNO3)NO3] + HEHN + 2HE + HNO3         H (0 K) = 4.85 eV  (4g.2) 

The significant cross sections for the HE elimination and HEHN elimination at the lowest 

experimental energy align with the relatively low H (0 K) calculated for reactions 4b  c.  The two cross 

sections decrease dramatically at high energies due to the increasing elimination of (HEHN + HE), 

reaction 4e.  It is interesting to note that elimination of 2HE, reaction 4d, has an extremely low cross 

section (Fig. 4d).  The same phenomenon was observed in the dissociation of [(HEHN)2NO3].  The 

implication is that the clusters have difficulty to accommodate reverse PT in more than one HEHN 

moiety.  The LOC fitting has reproduced the cross sections in Fig. 4e  f, and the resulting E0 values 

agree well with the DFT calculated H (0 K).  Similar to the scenario for [(HEHN)2NO3], the LOC 

fitting identified reaction 4f.2 as the most probable mechanism for simultaneous 2HEHN elimination.   
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Figure 4  (a) Structure and a representative CID product ion mass spectrum for [(HEHN)3NO3]; and (b – g) 
individual product ion cross sections as a function of ECM, wherein the red lines with error bars represent the 
experimental data and the blue lines represent the LOC fit. 
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at the medium energy range (4 – 6 eV) and by elimination of (2HEHN + HE) and/or 3HEHN at the high 

energy range.  Across the entire energy range, HE elimination remains as minor.  This is the case when 

HE appears either as the only neutral fragment or accompanied by the HEHN loss.  It implies that  reverse 

PT becomes increasingly difficult in large cluster ions where each HEHN ion pair is surrounded by or 

encapsulated within other ion pairs.  

Due to the significantly low intensities of the [(HEHN)710NO3] cluster ions (less than 100 

counts/sec), we were able to only measure their dissociation product ions (as depicted in Fig. S8 in the 

Supporting Information) but not cross sections.  Their major dissociation pathway corresponds to the 

elimination of a single HEHN.  The second major pathway leads to HE loss.  The elimination of 2  3 

HEHN moieties was also observed.   

4.3 Dissociation of [(HEHN)n(HNO3)NO3]  

[(HNO3)NO3] (m/z 125).  This species ‶does not belong″ to the HEHN clusters; nevertheless, both 

[(HNO3)NO3] and NO3
 together accounts for one third of the total negative ions.  The CID of 

[(HNO3)NO3] in Fig. 5 presents only the elimination of HNO3.  The LOC-fitted E0 is close to the 

calculated H (0 K) for reaction 5. 

[(HNO3)NO3]  → HNO3 + NO3
 + HE      H (0 K) = 1.38 eV    (5) 

 

Figure 5  (a)  Structure and a representative CID product ion mass spectrum for[(HNO3)NO3], wherein product 
ion intensity is scaled by a factor of 10; and (b) product ion cross section as a function of ECM, wherein the red line 
with error bars represents the experimental data and the blue line represents the LOC fit. 

[(HEHN)1–2(HNO3)NO3] (m/z 264 and 403).  The probable conformations for these two clusters are 

provided in Figs. S9  10 in the Supporting Information.  For [(HEHN)(HNO3)NO3], the lowest-energy 
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conformer represents a Boltzmann equilibrium population of 45%, while all the others have populations 

ranging from a few percentage points to 22%.  For [(HEHN)2(HNO3)NO3], the lowest-energy conformer 

represents a Boltzmann equilibrium population of 75%.  Therefore, their global-minimum conformations 

were used as the initial structures for thermochemistry calculations.  The fragmentation pathways for 

[(HEHN)(HNO3)NO3] and [(HEHN)2(HNO3)NO3] include the loss of HNO3, HE (minor, only in 

[(HEHN)(HNO3)NO3]), HEHN and HEHN + HNO3, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. S11 in the Supporting 

Information, respectively.  

 

Figure 6  (a)  Structure and a representative CID product ion mass spectrum for [(HEHN)(HNO3)NO3], 
wherein product ion intensities are scaled by a factor of 4; and (b – e) individual product ion cross sections as a 
function of ECM, wherein red lines with error bars represent the experimental data and blue, green and black lines 
represents the LOC fits. 

Their calculated dissociation enthalpies are as follows, wherein the values in parentheses refer to the 
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[(HEHN)1(2)(HNO3)NO3]     

→ [(HEHN)1(2)NO3] + HNO3        H (0 K) = 0.92 (0.75) eV   (6b) 

→ [(HEHN)0(1)(HNO3)2NO3] + HE      H (0 K) = 1.24 (1.33) eV   (6c) 

→ [(HEHN)0(1)(HNO3)NO3] + HEHN     H (0 K) = 1.33 (1.30) eV   (6d.1) 

→ [(HEHN)0(1)(HNO3)NO3] + HE + HNO3    H (0 K) = 2.12 (2.08) eV   (6d.2) 

→ [(HEHN)0(1)NO3] + HEHN + HNO3     H (0 K) = 2.72 (2.22) eV   (6e.1) 

→ [(HEHN)0(1)NO3] + HE + 2HNO3     H (0 K) = 3.51 (3.01) eV   (6e.2) 

Since the intensity of [(HEHN)2(HNO3)NO3] was too low to allow for the measurement of individual 

product ion cross sections, the CID of [(HEHN)(HNO3)NO3] in Fig. 6 was used to demonstrate their 

dissociation energy dependence.  There appear to be good agreements between calculated dissociation 

enthalpies and experimental cross sections.  The cross sections for HE and HNO3 eliminations drop 

before reaching their calculated thresholds, indicating that HE and HNO3 eliminations become less 

competitive at ECM  2 eV.  The best LOC fitting of the product ions m/z 125 revealed two product 

channels, i.e., reactions 6d.1 and 2 with a ratio of 5:4 at high energies.  The fitting of product ions m/z 62 

identified reaction 6e.1 as the most probable mechanism.   

5 Discussion 

5.1  Ion compositions of different polarities 

It is informative to examine and compare ion compositions in different charge modes.  Positive 

clusters of HEHN were reported by Prince et al. using field evaporation of pure HEHN from an externally 

wetted titanium emitter 25 and by our lab using 5 mM HEHN in acetonitrile/water through a stainless steel 

capillary emitter.37  Nearly identical cluster ion compositions and intensity distributions were observed in 

the two different studies.  The series of positive clusters of HEHN is dominated by, in the order of 

importance, [(HE)1-3 + H]+, [(HEHN)1-2HE + H]+, [(HEHN)1-2(HE)2 + H]+, and [(HE)0-2C2H4OH]+ (where 

C2H4OH+ was produced by dissociation of HEHN at the CN bond).25, 37   

Table 1 has compiled cluster ion populations detected in our positive and negative mass spectra.  

Groups of positive cluster ions are listed side by side with their counterparts in the negative mode.  

Overall, positive and negative cluster ions present well correlated compositions, such as [HE + H]+ vs. 
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NO3
,  [(HE)2 + H]+ vs. [H(NO3)2], [(HEHN)1-2HE + H]+ vs. [(HEHN)1-2NO3], and [(HEHN)1-2(HE)2 + 

H]+ vs. [(HEHN)1-2(HNO3)NO3].  In terms of cluster m/z distributions, 99% of the positive ions are 

populated within a m/z range 40  355 while 80% of the negative ions are populated within m/z 62  340.   

Structurally, positive cluster ions are dominated by [HE + H]+ (and its derivatives, total 53%) and the 

short progressions of [(HEHN)1-2HE + H]+ (12.5%) and [(HEHN)1-2(HE)2 + H]+ (2.2 %); negative ions are 

featured by the long progressions of [(HEHN)1-12NO3] (51.7%), in addition to NO3
 (11.3%), [H(NO3)2] 

(26.3)% and [(HEHN)1-2(HNO3)NO3] (5.1%).   

Table 1  Cluster ion compositions in positive vs. negative ion modes 

positive clusters37 (m/z) ratio% negative clusters (m/z) ratio% 

[HE + H]+ 

C2H4OH+ (= [HE + H]+  N2H4) 

[HE + H]+  H2O 
[(HE)Na]+ 

(77) 
(45) 
(59) 

44.8 
0.4 
7.0 
0.7 

NO3
 

 

 

 

(62) 
 
 

11.3 
 
 
 

[(HE)2Na]+  1.3 [Na(NO3)2]  3.4 

[(HE)2 + H]+ 

[(HE)C2H4OH]+ 

(153) 
(121) 

27.6 
2.0 

[(HNO3)NO3] 

 

(125) 20.7 
 

[(HE)3 + H]+ (229) 1.5    

[(HEHN)HE + H]+ (216) 4.0 [(HEHN)NO3] (201) 26.3 

[(HEHN)2HE + H]+ (355) 8.5 [(HEHN)2NO3] (340) 10.5 

   [(HEHN)3NO3]  9.0 

   [(HEHN)4-12NO3]  5.9 

[(HEHN)(HE)2 + H]+  1.3 [(HEHN)(HNO3)NO3]  4.6 

[(HEHN)2(HE)2 + H]+  0.9 [(HEHN)2(HNO3)NO3]  0.5 

   [(HEHN)1-9(NaNO3)NO3]  3.7 

   Others  4.1 

 

5.2 Fragmentation pathways and energies for clusters of different charges  

Since the emitted cluster ions are mostly populated within the m/z range < 360 (regardless of charge 

polarities), fragmentation of clusters within this m/z range is most relevant.  Table 2 summarizes the 

fragmentation pathways and threshold energies for these ions. Their neutral fragments consist of HEHN, 

HE, HNO3, and H2O.  Interestingly, the positive and negative cluster ions of similar m/z not only 

eliminate neutral fragments of the similar (or the exact same) mass but also present the similar 

dissociation energies for these neutral losses.  
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Table 2  Major dissociation pathways and energies in positive and negative cluster ions 

positive clusters fragments H (eV) negative clusters fragments H (eV) 

[(HE)2 + H]

CH2CHNHNH2HE + H]

(m/z 153) 

[HE + H] + HE 

CH2CH2NHNH2
 

1.36 

1.47 
[(HNO3)NO3] 

(m/z 125)
NO3

 + HNO3
 1.38 

[(HEHN)HE + H] 

(m/z 216) 

[(HE)2 + H] + HNO3 

(HE + H) + HEHN

0.82 

1.42 
[(HEHN)NO3] 

(m/z 201)
[(HNO3)NO3] + HE 

NO3


1.20 

1.80 

[(HEHN)(HE)2 + H]

(m/z 292) 

[(HEHN)HE + H] + HE 

[(HE)2 + H]+ HEHN 

1.06 

1.09 
[(HEHN)(HNO3)NO3]

(m/z 264) 

[(HEHN)NO3] + HNO3 

[(HNO3)NO3] + HEHN 

0.92 

1.33 

[(HEHN)2HE + H] 

(m/z 355) 

[(HEHN)(HE)2 + H] + HNO3 

[(HE)2 + H] + HEHN + HNO3

(HE + H) + 2HEHN

1.42 

2.52 

3.12 

[(HEHN)2NO3] 

(m/z 340) 

[(HEHN)(HNO3)NO3] + HE 

[(HNO3)NO3] + HEHN + HE 

NO3


1.33 

2.67 

3.27 

The similarities in their fragmentation behaviors may be better reflected in Scheme 1, in terms of 

primary and secondary dissociation channels of positive and negative clusters.  The combination of Table 

2 and Scheme 1 reveal the following points: 1) elimination of HE and HNO3 represents the major 

dissociation channel for small clusters.  HNO3 elimination is facile only in small clusters that contain 1 – 

2 HEHN moieties and/or extra HNO3, but becomes less favorable in large clusters as HNO3 is 

encapsulated within a large assembly and stabilized by NO3
; 2) elimination of HEHN dominates in large 

clusters (this is consistent with ion-pair evaporation from large cluster ions of other ILs);46 and 

dissociation of single and double HEHN is slightly more facile in positive clusters (by 0.4 eV) than in 

negative ones; and 3) water elimination is a major dissociation channel in the positive clusters but absent 

in the negative ones (due to the lack of extra [HE + H]+).  Related to this, N2H4-elimination was observed 

in the positive ion source whereas NH-elimination was observed in the negative ion source. 

 

Scheme 1 Fragmentation patterns in positive (red) vs. negative (green) HEHN cluster ions.  
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5.3  Cluster size dependence of dissociation energetics and intra-ion pair PT   

The examination of HEHN and HE elimination enthalpies across the series of [(HEHN)nNO3] 

provides further insight.  Fig. 7a plots the precisely determined 0 K dissociation threshold energies based 

on the combination of LOC fitted experimental E0 and DFT calculated H (0 K).  Since we were not able 

to obtain E0 and H (0 K) for every primary ion or every dissociation channel, another set of dissociation 

energy dependence vs. cluster size data is presented in Fig. 7b using apparent threshold energies.  The 

apparent threshold energies were estimated by extending the tangents along the cross section rising sides 

to zero.  We may not directly compare the data set of actual vs. apparent dissociation thresholds, but both 

sets present the same trends.  The elimination energies of single and double HEHN decrease as the cluster 

size increases; whereas the elimination energy of HE, either by itself or accompanying with HEHN, 

increases with the increasing size of the clusters.  

 

Figure 7  Threshold energies for HE and HEHN elimination as a function of the [(HEHN)nNO3] cluster size. 

To address the opposite size dependence for HE and HEHN elimination, Fig. 8 compares the reverse 

PT barrier for HEHN  HEHNO3 vs. the size/structure of host clusters.  The barrier energetics was 

acquired from relaxed PES scans along the PT coordinate in a monomer and the reverse PT coordinate in 

a dimer.  In the gas phase, a single HEHN monomer adopts a H-bonded HEꞏHNO3 structure, but PT may 

be triggered over a barrier of less than 0.02 eV (or slightly exothermic depending on the calculation levels 

of theory).  On the other hand, two dimeric structures may be considered, i.e., HEHNO3HEH+NO3
 vs. 
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(HEH+NO3
)2.  The first structure is stable only at a center-of-mass separation of  9 Å between the two 

HEHN moieties.  The barrier for reverse PT is 0.36 eV in HEHNO3HEH+NO3
 but increases to 0.51 eV 

in (HEH+NO3
)2.  The results support the findings in Fig. 7 that reverse PT becomes more unfavorable in 

the surrounding of HEHN ion-pair(s).   

 

Figure 8  Energy barrier for reverse proton transfer in different sizes and structures of (HEHN)1-2, calculated at 
the B97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory.  

The same trend was observed for the PT-mediated HNO3 elimination in the positive cluster ions,37 

i.e., H (0K) is 0.82 eV for [(HEHN)HE + H]+  [(HE)2 + H]+ + HNO3 vs. 1.42 eV for [(HEHN)2HE + 

H]+  [(HEHN)(HE)2 + H]+ + HNO3, and 0.83 eV for [(HEHN)(HE)2 + H]+  [(HE)3 + H]+ + HNO3  vs. 

no HNO3 elimination for [(HEHN)2(HE)2 + H]+.  This observation is consistent with previous vibrational 

predissociation spectrum of corresponding D2-tagged (HEH+)2NO3
− clusters,36 wherein the observed 

strong, red-shifted feature at ∼2310 cm−1 was assigned to the frustrated intermolecular PT of the acidic 

proton on the secondary amino group to the NO3
 species in this cluster, while no feature was seen in the 

D2-tagged (HEH+)3(NO3
−)2 cluster (which here corresponds to the [(HEHN)2HE + H]+ cluster above37).  

The spectrum of the latter in this region resembled that of the bulk condensed phase simulated by ab initio 

molecular dynamics.  Furthermore, the trend in Fig. 8 will reach an asymptotic value for the PT barrier in 

the liquid phase (HEHN(l) → HNO3(l) + HE(l)). 
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6 Conclusions 

Experimental and computational works are presented toward understanding the chemistry of the 2-

hydroxyethylhydrazinium nitrate clusters in different charge states.  Mass spectrometry measurements 

were made to identify cluster ion compositions and to determine their dissociation product branching 

ratios, dissociation threshold energies, and dissociation rates (= cross section  relative velocity).  These 

results were precisely matched to the explicit structures of primary cluster ions and fragments calculated 

using the combination of dynamics simulations and density functional theory.  The major cluster ions 

formed in the negative charge state consist of [(HEHN)n(HNO3)0-1NO3], the majority of which are 

populated within the m/z range of 62  340.  Fragmentation of these cluster ions is dominated by loss of 

neutral HEHN, HE, and HNO3, of which the elimination of HE and HNO3 require intra-ion pair proton 

transfer in the protic HEHN moiety and becomes difficult when the cluster size increases.  Neutral loss 

results in an even narrower and lighter m/z distributions of cluster ions.  These findings provide better 

knowledge of the various HEHN cluster stabilities and reaction thermodynamics.  Comparisons to cluster 

formation and fragmentation in the positive charge state has revealed remarkable resemblances in terms 

of their similarities in m/z distributions, correlated compositions, fragmentation patterns, and threshold 

energies.   

The existence of clusters is a defining feature of many ILs, playing a crucial role in IL-involved reactions and 

catalytic processes.  This work highlights the distinctive IL clustering behaviors and micro-structures in the gas 

phase.  The work has specially addressed the dominating ion-pair units within protic IL clusters at the molecular 

level, the intrinsic, solvent-free strengths of intra-ion pair electrostatic attraction, hydrogen bonding and the resulting 

intra-ion pair proton transfer.  These interactions influence the assembly and evolution of clusters, as well as the 

mechanisms, kinetics, and dynamics of cluster breakup.  These findings not only enhances our understanding of IL 

chemistry but also guides the design and applications of ILs.  

Supporting Information 

Conformations and Cartesian coordinates for cluster ions, PES for [(HEHN)NO3], and CID mass spectra 

for large clusters. 
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